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Exploring and extracting data
from your various ﬁnancial sources
are crucial steps in the research process.

Explore

Extract

Analyze

But incompatible datasets result in hours spent writing complex queries
to wrangle and adjust data, drastically slowing down the process.

SlyceData
SlyceData is an intelligent data wrangling and
access platform for investment research. At
the core is our AI powered engine, automating
query generation across
your internal and external data.

Powered by this engine, we provide intuitive
tools – SD Explore and SD Extract - to make
your research process hyper eﬃcient.

SD Engine

Our AI engine knows how to pull data from your various sources and
combine it correctly – including all the data wrangling required.

Accurate: From your data requests, the SD Engine
generates the complex SQL queries to fetch,
combine and adjust data across your multiple
vendors at lightning speed.

Fast: Optimizations at every level – from
calculating minimum date ranges, to batching,
parallel processing, and more.
With datasets from all your sources made
compatible, exploring and extracting data
becomes a breeze

What ‘wrangling’ does the SD Engine perform?
By wrangling, we mean all the cleaning, structuring, adjustments and enhancements required to
combine datasets accurately from multiple sources. This includes (but is not limited to):

Level 1

Creation of a Single DB

Level 2

Data Cleaning

- Entity Mapping across
sources

- Security Master
Uniﬁcation, Deduplications

- Time Alignment of Raw
Data

- Enhanced Mappings for
deeper histories & wider
coverage
- Dropoﬀ/ delisting dates

Level 3
Structuring

- Scaling
- Units & FX adjustments
- Time Series Calculations

SD Explore
With the SD engine doing the heavy lifting, you’re free to
explore your datasets side by side.
Data Catalog
- Browse through your entire library of
data sources
- Perform keyword search for data items
- Intuitive data descriptions at your
ﬁngertips
Graphical Views
- View datasets side by side to see
coverage, history, trends, at a glance
- Enhanced views of your data including
all reporting conventions available
Rapid Prototyping
- Quickly build universes & factors, run
quick backtests to prototype ideas

SD Extract

Powered by the SD engine, extract huge quantities of data at lightning
speeds to feed into your preferred research tools/ environment.

Simple access: Deﬁne & extract data via
API in your preferred research
environment, Or via our no-code User
Interface
Live: No pre-processing required - extract
& combine whatever datasets you like,
instantly
Universal: Leverage our uniform syntax
for all data sources, internal and external

SD on Snowﬂake – Ditch ETL and Data Hosting
You can choose SlyceData running on Snowﬂake – whether you are a Snowﬂake client or not!
We host available vendor datasets in our own Snowﬂake environment for you, meaning:

- No data hosting costs
- No infrastructure maintenance
- Instant Setup
You gain instant access to research-ready data. Leverage the power of the SD Engine, SD Explore and SD Extract,
without worrying about data hosting and ETL. Alternatively, we can handle private deployments on request:

What alternative tools exist
for combining data from multiple sources?
TOOLS
Clariﬁ

1.

Creation of Single DB
from Multiple Sources

No

2.

Automated
Cleaning

No

3.

Automated
Structuring

No

4.

Providing a Common
Access Point

No

Factset DMS

Yes

No

No

No

SlyceData

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

What’s included
in this step?

- Time Alignment of
Raw Data
- Entity Mapping

- Security Master
Deduplications
- Enhanced mapping
- Dropoﬀ/ delisting dates

- Scaling
- FX & Unit adjustments
- Time series calculations

- Uniform syntax for all
datasets
- SD Explore
- SD Extract

Most vendor-provided tools only work for data available from that speciﬁc vendor.
A few vendors solve step 1 above - delivering a single raw data table with entity mapping and time alignments
between multiple sources – but still leaves Step 2, 3 and 4 to be done manually by the researcher.
SlyceData automates all of these steps – 1 through 4 - to provide truly research-ready data.

What Our Clients Say
“We can now focus on revenue-generating work”
- Nelson Yu, CIO

“It’s been a game-changer”
- Ben Fitchew, Partner & Portfolio Manager

“QA Point (powered by SlyceData) makes quant
tools accessible for everyone”
- Reﬁnitiv
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